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Abstract

Horizontal logistic collaboration leads to large profits when the right
coalition is formed. Most of the previous research however explains the
profit differences using market conditions on coalitional level. We show
that the level of profit is highly dependent on finding a correct combi-
nation of partners. By estimating a model using the average order size,
number of orders and maximal delay of each partner separately, as well as
the interaction effects of these parameters, the possible number of prof-
itable situations that can be identified significantly increases. Finally, it is
demonstrated that cost allocation plays an important role when selecting
a partner to collaborate with.

Article classification: research paper
Keywords: Horizontal collaboration, cost allocation, profit estimation, ve-

hicle routing
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1 Introduction

A company that distributes goods to a set of customers needs to decide on a
daily basis which truck will visit which customer and in which order. These
operational problems, known as vehicle routing problems (Solomon, 1987), have
been widely studied, and the development of advanced optimization methods
has increased profits significantly.

Nevertheless, the transportation sector still feels increasing pressure to re-
duce costs as well as greenhouse gas emissions, while service levels have to be
maintained (Global Commerce Initiative and Capgemini, 2008). A recent trend
in supply chain management, called horizontal collaboration, sees companies
join forces to tackle this problem and perform their distribution jointly. Several
studies show that horizontal collaboration can reduce distribution costs between
9% and 30% (Vanovermeire et al., 2012).

The profit that can be achieved through collaboration is however highly
dependent on which partners join the coalition, and on the restrictions that these
partners enforce on the (joint) operational plan. Different partners may have
substantially different characteristics, and can impose varying restrictions on
the operational plan. One partner might, e.g., require its orders to be delivered
within strict delivery deadlines, whereas the other partner might allow one or
two pallets to be delivered a few days later.

The objective of this paper is to discover, using a controlled computational
experiment, which combinations of partner characteristics and which strategies
create the largest profit. In this way, we investigate whether different strategies
and characteristics are complementary.

This paper will presents an overview of the research that has already been
done on determining the profit of horizontal logistics collaboration in Section 2.
In Section 3, we explain the set-up of our controlled computation experiment.
Using the results of this experiment, we construct a statistical model that pre-
dicts the total collaborative profit in Section 4 and show that interaction effects
have a large explanatory power. Finally, in Section 5, we analyse each first-order
interaction effect, determining the best combinations of partner characteristics
and strategies.

2 Creating collaborative gains

One of the main motivations for companies to collaborate is, according to a study
of EyeforTransport (2010-2011), that the total coalition cost is lower than the
sum of stand-alone costs. The difference is called the coalition gain or coalition
profit. Although the same study indicates that collaboration generates other
valuable benefits such as an increased service level and a greener supply chain,
the reported case studies (Bahrami, 2002; Cruijssen et al., 2007b; Frisk et al.,
2010; Wiegmans, 2005) as well as other research demonstrating the gains by
simulations (Cruijssen and Salomon, 2004; Ergun et al., 2007; Hageback and
Segerstedt, 2004; Le Blanc et al., 2006; Palander and Väätäinen, 2005) focus
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mainly on the coalition gains expressed in monetary value.
The study of a wide range of case studies has led Audy et al. (2010) to create

a first framework for the implementation of logistics collaboration. The most
important finding is that companies need to have a relationship built on trust.
Such relationship is facilitated when companies have a similar organization size,
culture, and philosophy. Other papers investigating the success of existing lo-
gistic coalitions also find that a strategic fit and operational compatibility are
key factors to success (Naesens et al., 2007; Ryu et al., 2009).

Cruijssen et al. (2007a), in contrast to previous research, focus on mar-
ket conditions, such as the average and standard deviation of order size, time
window width, distribution area size, and market share, to determine which
coalitions are more successful in terms of measurable gains, and express these
gains as a percentage improvement in comparison to the non-collaborative situ-
ation. Similar to the conclusions of Audy et al. (2010), they find that partners
of similar size are better suited to work together. Furthermore, the coalition
gain increases if the total number of orders is small, the order sizes are small
compared to the capacity of a standard truck and time windows are narrow.

Indeed, there exist many cases in practice in which several small compa-
nies bundle forces and thus are able to comply with the more and more strin-
gent demands of their customers. Mason et al. (2007) for example state that
consolidation warehouses are on the rise since the introduction of just-in-time
practices. Their case study shows that when organizing the product flows from
several suppliers to one retailer (a practice called factory gate pricing) through
such a consolidated network, the less-than-truckload suppliers with on average
less than 18 pallets to be transported are directed through a local consolidation
centre. The total reduction in distance travelled amounts to 23-25%.

Being small players, eight medium-sized Dutch companies producing sweets
and candies, decided to organize their transport collaboratively in order to main-
tain market shares. By cross-docking, i.e. unloading deliveries at a common
centre and reloading and bundling into different outbound trucks, the trans-
portation cost was reduced and the service level increased (Cruijssen et al.,
2007c). Other examples include Krajewska et al. (2008) and Bahrami (2002).

However, there also exist numerous succesful case studies that do not cor-
relate to the main findings of Cruijssen et al. (2007a). JSP and HF-Czechforge
(Guinouet and Jordans), and Philips Lighting and Hunter Douglas (Jordans,
2011) for example, found that their high average order sizes were still comple-
mentary, as their products are respectively very light and very heavy.

Large companies can bundle their long-haul shipments, to facilitate the shift
from road to rail. The large volumes of Nestlé, Kraft and Bacardi enabled this
modal shift inbound from Poland and outbound to Rotterdam (Valender, 2011).

In Vanovermeire et al. (2012), we present a case study of two pharmaceu-
tical companies, bundling their orders from Belgium to Romania. One of the
partners transports significantly more pallets, in far larger batches. Moreover,
this company is able to postpone some of the pallets of its deliveries, thus facing
less rigid constraints. Still, a double-digit profit is realized, combined with an
increased service level and a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions of almost
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50%.
Such differences in service level or restrictions on the operational plan is

a natural effect when different companies work together. Audy et al. (2011)
present a case study of four furniture manufacturers, in which some of the
manufacturers cannot allow their deliveries to be shipped by a regional logistic
service provider. In Guajardo et al. (2012) a case is presented in which ten
plants pool the inventory of their spare parts. Each plant however sets its own
target service levels. In both cases, a new cost allocation method is developed
in order to find a solution that all partners agree upon.

Partners in a coalition clearly do not necessarily have the same market strat-
egy, nor do they work under the same market conditions. This raises questions
such as: can partners with different time window width successfully collaborate?
Or: when a company has a large number of orders, will it prefer a company of
similar size, or would it rather collaborate with a smaller partner in order to
decrease the total number of orders in the coalition? As most of the existing
analyses explain the differences in profit using market conditions on the coali-
tional level, such questions cannot be answered.

In this paper, we assume that there is no “best” partner. On the contrary,
the size of the coalition gain is dependent on the characteristics of all of the
partners, and how well their different characteristics and strategies fit together.
We therefore investigate the effect of different combinations of factors rather
than limiting our study to the main effects of a single characteristic. For rea-
sons of brevity,We limit the study to two-partner coalitions, but the developed
methodology can be readily extended to larger coalitions.

Companies do generally not enter a coalition to increase the coalition profit,
but to increase their own profit. The most desired partner therefore does not
generate the largest total profit, but generates the largest allocated profit to its
counterpart. However, in this particular case (two partners, no profit working
individually), many game-theoretic profit allocation methods (e.g. the Shapley
value and the Nucleolus) will allocate to each partner half of the profit (Aumann
and Maschler, 1985). As there is a direct relationship between the total profit
and the allocated profit to a partner i, achieving the largest total profit thus
implies the largest possible allocated profit for a partner i as well.

However, many allocation methods used in practice use the shipped volume
as a base to allocate profits or costs (Frisk et al., 2010). The profit of col-
laborating for a partner i is then linearly correlated to the relative profit per
pallet.

3 Methodology

3.1 The periodic vehicle routing problem

In this paper, we calculate the different levels of profit for varying partner char-
acteristics through the Periodic Vehicle Routing Problem (PVRP). In this vari-
ant of the VRP, the planning for the distribution of goods is carried out for
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a time horizon of several days. For this purpose, each customer has a set of
possible days in which it can be served by a vehicle. In the particular scenario
that we study, each customer needs to be served only one day of the time hori-
zon. The set of service days for each customer is calculated according to the
maximum number of days an order is allowed to be delayed. When a delay of i
days is permitted, the set of service days for each customer is extended in order
to include the i consecutive days to its original service date. The objective of
this problem is to determine the sets of routes, one set for each day of the time
horizon, such that the demand of every customer is satisfied and the total trav-
elled distance is minimized. The solution of the PVRP involves two important
decisions: first, the day in which each customer is to be served. And second,
for each day of the time horizon, the set of routes to be traversed by the fleet
of vehicles.

In order to solve the PVRP, we extend the iterated local search (ILS) al-
gorithm proposed by Palhazi Cuervo et al. (2013) to solve the Vehicle Routing
Problem with Backhauls (VRPB). An extension of the original algorithm was
necessary in order to allow the planning for a time horizon of several days. The
ILS is a metaheuristic that iteratively applies a local search (LS) heuristic and
uses a perturbation operator as a diversification mechanism. In each iteration, a
small modification (called perturbation) is performed to the best solution found
so far. This modified solution is used as a new starting point for the execution
of the LS heuristic. For more information about the ILS metaheuristic, refer to
Lourenco et al. (2003).

The LS heuristic used by the ILS algorithm allows the exploration of solu-
tions that do not satisfy the capacity constraint of the problem. The search is
guided by the dynamic adjustment of the penalty applied to the cost of infeasible
solutions. Additionally, the LS heuristic explores a wide neighbourhood struc-
ture. In each iteration, the heuristic evaluates the solutions produced by the
application of four different LS operators: intra-route and inter-route customer
relocation, intra-route and inter-route customers exchange, inter-route crossover
and intra-route 2-opt. These operators are described in detail by Kinderwater
and Savelsbergh (1997). The inter-route operators are calculated not only for
routes within the same day, but also for routes in different days. In this way,
both decision levels are taken into account during the entire optimization pro-
cess. This consideration increases the time complexity of the neighborhood
generation. Nevertheless, the LS heuristic implements an update procedure for
the set of neighbouring solutions that attenuates the additional overhead. The
perturbation used by the ILS randomly applies the relocation operator. The
number of customer relocated, as well as the values of other parameters of the
algorithm, are selected according to the results of the parameter-tuning of the
original algorithm, which can be found in Palhazi Cuervo et al. (2013).

3.2 Instance generation and the independent variables

To be able to understand the impact of different partner characteristics, we
generate different instances with varying properties. An instance consists of a
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Table 1: Different levels of characteristics and strategies
Partner characteristics Notation Minimum Maximum Step size Mean
Average order size of partner A aosa 2.4 13.4 - 7.574
Average order size of partner B aosb 2.2 13.6 - 7.576
Number of orders of partner A noa 5 35 10 18.846
Number of orders of partner B nob 5 35 10 19.711
Partner strategies Symbol Notation Maximum Step size
Maximum number of days an order mda 0 3 1 1.5
of partner A can be delayed
Maximum number of days an order mdb 0 3 1 1.5
of partner B can be delayed

set of orders of both partners, and each order corresponds to a different customer
location. Based on previous research of Cruijssen et al. (2007a), the properties
of an instance are determined by three factors per partner: the number of orders,
the average size of the orders, and the number of days each partner allows its
orders to be moved. The first two factors are indicators of the market conditions
for each partner and cannot be influenced directly. The third one is a strategic
choice that determines a partner’s customer satisfaction.

Table 1 shows the characteristics as well as strategies and their different
levels. The capacity of the vehicles (20 pallets), the number of partners in a
coalition (2 partners), the size of the area in which the customers are located
(250 × 250) and the time span in which we plan (7 days) remain constant.
The number of possible routes per day is set to 15, which implies a total of
105 routes that can be used to transport all the orders of each periodic vehicle
routing instance.

A full-factorial experiment is set up. We assume that each factor has four
levels. The order sizes are either small (randomly chosen out of a normal dis-
tribution with average three), medium-small (six), medium-high (nine) or high
(twelve). The number of orders is either five, fifteen, twenty-five or thirty-five.
For each combination of those levels, three instances are generated. This re-
sults in 1248 instances. In each of those instances, each partner adopts first
a maximum delay of zero, which is gradually increased up to three days. In
total, 19968 different situations are thus generated. The instances are available
from http://antor.ua.ac.be/downloads. The complete data set, including
the results of these instances, can also be found on the website.

3.3 Dependent variable

The objective of our research is to find the relationship between the independent
variables listed in Table 1 and a dependent variable, the coalition profit. The
coalition profit, is equal to the difference between the total cost when both
partners work alone and when they collaborate. As cost is expressed in number
of kilometres driven, the total profit can be regarded as the reduction in total
kilometres driven by collaborating.

For a given instance with two partners A and B, the profit is determined
in two steps. First the orders of each partner are scheduled separately (by the
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ILS algorithm) to determine each partner’s stand-alone cost (c(A) and c(B)
respectively). In a second step, the algorithm schedules both partners’ orders
together to determine the coalition cost c(A,B). The total profit (for which we
use the notation profitall) is calculated as the sum of stand-alone costs minus
the coalition cost.

We assume that the characteristics and strategy (number of orders, average
order size, maximum delay) of both partners in the coalition are fixed and that
it is therefore impossible for a partner to lower its stand-alone cost. A partner
can therefore only see its cost reduced by joining a coalition and receiving a
portion of the coalition gain. Of course, the choice of partner will depend
on the amount allocated. As stated in Section 2, the allocated profit to the
partners, when using a game-theoretical profit allocation method will in general
be equal to half of the total profit. Therefore, the partner that will generate
the largest c(A) + c(B)− c(A,B) is equal to the partner that will generate the
largest allocated profit. We therefore use as a dependent variable the total profit
:

profitall = c(A) + c(B)− c(A,B).

However, we additionally investigate the impact of choosing a profit alloca-
tion method that is based on the volume of each partner, by choosing the profit
per pallet as a dependent variable. This value is determined by the formula
below, denoting the average reduction of kilometres driven per pallet.

profitpallet =
c(A) + c(B)− c(A,B)

noa ∗ aosa+ nob ∗ aosb
.

From its formula, it follows that the coalition gain can increase because of a
lower coalition cost, but also because of higher stand-alone costs. It is therefore
assumed that the characteristics and strategies given are fixed and cannot be
easily changed. Achieving a higher profit by decreasing the maximal delay e.g.,
although it might increase the profit, is illogical, as it will increase the total
logistic cost.

4 Model construction

A first model (which is denoted as parttotal) considers all the main effects of
the independent variables. As we have used fixed and limited values for noa,
nob, mda and mdb, these variables are categorical, and we therefore include
binary variables. When Inox15, Inox25 or Inox35 are equal to one, the number
of orders of partner x are equal to the respective indices. The same applies to
Imdx0, Imdx1, Imdx2 and Imdx3. The model is then of the form:

profitall = β0 + β1aosa+ β2aosb

+B1

Inoa15Inoa25
Inoa35

 +B2

Inob15Inob25
Inob35

 +B3

Imda1Imda2
Imda3

B4

Imdb1Imdb2
Imdb3

 + ε
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Where B1−4 are matrices of dimension 1x3, containing coefficients to be
estimated.

Secondly, the profit per pallet is estimated, using only the main effects of
the independent variables (partpallet):

profitpallet = β0 + β1aosa+ β2aosb

+B1

Inoa15Inoa25
Inoa35

 +B2

Inob15Inob25
Inob35

 +B3

Imda1Imda2
Imda3

B4 +

Imdb1Imdb2
Imdb3

 + ε

To be able to investigate whether the effect of the characteristics of a com-
pany will be influenced by the value of the characteristics of its partner, we
include the interaction effects between the average order sizes, the maximal de-
lays, the number of orders, as well as the interaction effects between the average
order size of a company and the number of orders or the maximal delay of its
partner, and between the number of orders of a company and the maximal delay
of its partner.

The model predicting the total profit (fulltotal) will be of the form:

profitall = β0 + β1aosa+ β2aosb+ β3aosa ∗ aosb

+B1

Inoa15Inoa25
Inoa35

+B2

Inob15Inob25
Inob35

+B3

Imda1Imda2
Imda3

+B4

Imdb1Imdb2
Imdb3

+B5

aosa ∗ Imdb1aosa ∗ Imdb2
aosa ∗ Imdb3


+B6

aosa ∗ Inoa15aosa ∗ Inoa25
aosa ∗ Inoa35

 +B7

aosb ∗ Inob15aosb ∗ Inob25
aosb ∗ Inob35

 +B8

aosb ∗ Imda1aosb ∗ Imda2
aosb ∗ Imda3



+B9



Imda1 ∗ Imdb1
Imda1 ∗ Imdb2
Imda1 ∗ Imdb3
Imda2 ∗ Imdb1
Imda2 ∗ Imdb2
Imda2 ∗ Imdb3
Imda3 ∗ Imdb1
Imda3 ∗ Imdb2
Imda3 ∗ Imdb3

+B9



Imda1 ∗ Inob15
Imda1 ∗ Inob25
Imda1 ∗ Inob35
Imda2 ∗ Inob15
Imda2 ∗ Inob25
Imda2 ∗ Inob35
Imda3 ∗ Inob15
Imda3 ∗ Inob25
Imda3 ∗ Inob35

+B10



Imdb1 ∗ Inoa15

Imdb1 ∗ Inoa25

Imdb1 ∗ Inoa35

Imdb2 ∗ Inoa15

Imdb2 ∗ Inoa25

Imdb2 ∗ Inoa35

Imdb3 ∗ Inoa15

Imdb3 ∗ Inoa25

Imdb3 ∗ Inoa35

+B10



Inoa15 ∗ Inob15
Inoa15 ∗ Inob25
Inoa15 ∗ Inob35
Inoa25 ∗ Inob15
Inoa25 ∗ Inob25
Inoa25 ∗ Inob35
Inoa35 ∗ Inob15
Inoa35 ∗ Inob25
Inoa35 ∗ Inob35

+ε

The model predicting the profit per pallet including interaction effects (full-
pallet) will be of similar form.

According to Hayashi (2000), the following assumptions comprise an ordi-
nary least squares regression:

• Strict exogeneity
Figure 1 shows the probability density estimate of the studentized resid-
uals. The distribution is left-skewed, rather than distributed normally
around zero. We therefore log-transform the dependent variable. As can
be seen in Figure 2, this transformation improves the necessary condition
of strict exogeneity.
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log(profitall + 1)→ profitall

log(
profitall

noa ∗ aosa+ nob ∗ aosb
+ 1)→ profitpallet

Figure 1: Kernel density estimate to check normality of the non-transformed
data

• No multicollinearity
As the values of the predictor variables are controlled and the instances
are randomly generated, multicollinearity is impossible in this dataset.

• Spherical error variance
This assumptions states that there should be no heteroscedasticity, nor a
correlation should be present between observations. As instances are re-
used to determine the profit for different levels of maximal delay however,
this assumption may not be satisfied. We therefore opt to estimate our
model, using robust standard errors.

The results of these models, estimated by STATA, are shown in Table ?? in
Appendix A. The interaction effects prove to be significant, and the adjusted
R squared improves significantly when the dependent variable is transformed.
The discussion of the interaction effects in Section 5 are thus based on these
models.

5 Analysis of the model

The first models (parttotal and partpallet) confirm the findings of Cruijssen
et al. (2007a). When companies have small order sizes and small maximal
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Figure 2: Kernel density estimate to check normality of the transformed data

delay, it is difficult to organize routes that use full capacity with small detours.
Collaborating implies more opportunities to move away from many, inefficient
routes as more orders imply more bundling opportunities. However, in the
other models (fulltotal and fullpallet), the interaction effects turn out to play an
important role in the creation of collaborative profits and the simple guidelines
of Cruijssen et al. (2007a) do not hold without modification.

When determining the effect of a unit change in the independent variables
aosa, noa ormda on the dependent variables logprofittotal and logprofitpallet1,
it is clear that this effect is highly dependent on the values of the variables of
partner B.

Marginal effect of changing a unit of aosa

∂logprofittotal
∂aosa = 0.207−0.043aosb+ 0.043∗ Inob15 + 0.075∗ Inob25 + 0.043∗

Inob35 + 0.012 ∗ Imda1 + 0.024 ∗ Imda2 + 0.029 ∗ Imda3
(1)

∂logprofitpallet
∂aosa = 0.075−0.039aosb+ 0.075∗ Inob15 + 0.121∗ Inob25 + 0.098∗

Inob25 + 0.020 ∗ Imdb1 + 0.029 ∗ Imdb2 + 0.038 ∗ Imdb3
(2)

1A unit change in the log-transformed logprofittotal and logprofitpallet can be regarded
as a percent change in the non-transformed profittotal and profitpallet
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Marginal effect of changing a unit of noa

∂logprofittotal
∂Inoa0

= 0
∂logprofittotal

∂Inoa15
= 0.368+0.138∗Inob35+0.044∗aosb−0.179∗Imdb1−0.170∗

Imdb2 − 0.186 ∗ Imdb3
∂logprofittotal

∂Inoa25
= 0.780 − 0.490 ∗ Inob15 − 0.677 ∗ Inob25 − 0.442 ∗ Inob35 +

0.064 ∗ aosb
∂logprofittotal

∂Inoa35
= 1.257 − 0.876 ∗ Inob15 − 0.814 ∗ Inob25 − 0.538 ∗ Inob35 +

0.054 ∗ aosb
(3)

∂logprofitpallet
∂Inoa0

= 0
∂logprofitpallet

∂Inoa15
= −0.529 + 0.273 ∗ Inob15 + 0.346 ∗ Inob25 + 0.544 ∗ Inob35 +

0.0756∗aosb−0.179∗Imdb1−0.170∗Imdb2−0.186∗Imdb3
∂logprofitpallet

∂Inoa25
= −0.601− 0.144 ∗ Inob15 − 0.173 ∗ Inob25 + 0.152 ∗ Inob35 +

0.109 ∗ aosb
∂logprofittotal

∂Inoa35
= −0.471− 0.476 ∗ Inob15 − 0.223 ∗ Inob25 + 0.167 ∗ Inob35 +

0.109 ∗ aosb
(4)

Marginal effect of changing a unit of mda

∂logprofittotal
∂mda0

= ∂logprofitpallet
∂mda0

= 0
∂logprofittotal

∂mda1
= ∂logprofitpallet

∂mda1
= 0.060 − 0.311 ∗ Imdb1 − 0.443 ∗

Imdb2 − 0.475 ∗ Imdb3
∂logprofittotal

∂mda2
= ∂logprofitpallet

∂mda2
= 0.058 − 0.433 ∗ Imdb1 − 0.588 ∗

Imdb2 − 0.686 ∗ Imdb3 + 0.024 ∗
aosb

∂logprofittotal
∂mda3

= ∂logprofitpallet
∂mda3

= 0.089 − 0.493 ∗ Imdb1 − 0.707 ∗
Imdb2 − 0.770 ∗ Imdb3 + 0.029 ∗
aosb

(5)

As Equations 1 and 2, an increase in the average order size of a company has
a positive effect on the total profit, as well as the on the profit per pallet. The
positive effect increases for an increasing value of number of orders or maximal
delay of the partner. On the other hand, the average order size of the partner
has a negative influence.

An increasing number of orders is positive regarding the total profit per
pallet (Equations 3), but is detrimental to the profit per pallet(Equations 4).
For both dependent variables, the negative effect can be tempered by a high
average order size of its partner. A high number of orders or a high maximal
delay of its partner has a negative influence on the effect of an increasing number
of orders.

Finally, the marginal effect of the maximal delay is positive. This is however
heavily counteracted by the level of maximal delay of its partner. A high average
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order size of its partner has a positive influence on the marginal effect. The
number of orders of the partner does not affect the impact of changing the
maximal delay.

In the following subsections, these interaction effects are discussed separately.
We investigate to which extent the marginal profit of the variables of partner
A is influenced by the variables of company B. We assume a scenario in which
all the other variables remain constant, and demonstrate the interaction effect
visually. When a variable is not discussed explicitly, we assume the following
default values:

• noa = nob = 5

• mda = mdb = 0

• aosa = aosb = 1

5.1 Interaction effect between average order sizes

In the first models, of which the estimated coefficients can be found in Table 2
in columns parttotal and partpallet, the average order size has a negative effect
on profit. In other words, companies with small orders generate the highest
collaborative profit. However, when including the interaction effects, the main
effect of the average order size of each partner is no longer negative. The optimal
average order size of partner A is clearly negatively influenced by the average
order size of partner B, but positively influenced when the number of orders
and the maximal delay of partner B increase.

Considering that we are interested in the interaction effect between the av-
erage order sizes ceteris paribus, we assume that nob = noa = 5 and mda =
mdb = 0. In this case, when partner B has an average order size higher than
0.207
0.0433 ≈ 4.8, an increase in the average order size of partner A will in fact de-
crease the dependent variable logprofittotal, whereas the reverse is true when
partner A has a smaller average order size.

Figure 3 shows the total profit in function of the average order size of com-
pany A, given an average order level of partner B of two, five, eight and eleven
pallets. It demonstrates that when the average order size of one partner is in-
deed small (smaller than 4.8), the preferred partner (the partner generating the
highest total profit increase, given the characteristics of partner A) has a large
average order size, and vice versa.

Note that when the number of orders and the maximal delay increase, the
“tipping point”, i.e., the average order size of company B for which an increase
of the average order size of company A no longer has a positive effect, is higher
than five pallets.

A partner with large orders has difficulties to combine its own orders in
one trip. However, a combination with small orders can easily fill the left-over
capacity. Moreover, as stated before, a company with small average order sizes
will have to make too many tours, or tours with a lot of detours to be able
to deliver all its orders on its own. The best coalition therefore consists of a
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Figure 3: Example of the interaction effect between average order sizes for the
total profit

company that has a small average order size, combined with a partner with a
high average order size.

When the average order size of company B increases, it becomes more dif-
ficult to combine its orders with orders that contain a high number of pallets.
However, when the number of orders or the maximal delay of partner B are high
(e.g. nob = 35 and mda = 3), more opportunities to combine these orders with
are available, and orders that have a slightly higher average order size (in case
of this example, 7.18 pallets), are deemed to be very good combinations with
orders that have a very high average order size.

When a similar analysis is done when predicting the profit per pallet, it
can be seen that the positive effect of the average order size of partner A is
influenced as well by the average order size of partner B. However, the positive
effect of an increase in the average order size of partner A is negated when the
average order size of partner B is already equal to 0.0746

0.0394 ≈ 2 pallets (assuming
nob = 5 and mda = 0).

Figure 4 shows the effect on the profit per pallet, for the same levels of average
order size of company A. This figure shows that, although the total profit might
be higher when small average order sizes are combined with high average order
sizes, companies that have average order sizes that are higher than two pallets,
generate a higher profit per pallet with a partner with small average order sizes.
Therefore, the allocated cost is higher as well and a partner with small orders
will prefer a partner with similar average order size.
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Figure 4: Example of the interaction effect between average order sizes for the
profit per pallet

5.2 Interaction between number of orders

Regarding the total profit, the effect of the number of orders as a main effect
in the full model incorporating interaction effects (fulltotal) are similar to the
effects of the first model (parttotal). However, the positive effect is tempered
by the interaction effects when both partners grow. When the number of orders
of partner A grows, the number of orders of partner B will increasingly have a
significant negative impact on the effect of noa on the total profit.

In Figure 5, we show the effect of an increasing number of orders of partner
B given the different levels of partner A, i.e. small (5 orders), medium-small
(15 orders), medium-high (25 orders) and high (35 orders), assuming that the
maximal delays and average order sizes remain constant. As the total number
of orders increases the number of kilometres driven, the total profit that can be
made by increasing the number of orders increases as well. The main difference
that can be seen is the effect of an increase of partner B from five to fifteen
orders. When the number of orders of partner A is small to medium-small,
the effect on the total profit is far more significant than when partner A has a
higher number of orders. As both partners remain small, both can enhance the
efficiency of their routes significantly when collaborating. When one partner is
large, the effect on its routes is less significant.

An interesting phenomenon is the effect of the inclusion of interaction effects
in the model predicting the profit per pallet.

The main effects become negative, showing that the effect of an increasing
number of orders has a negative effect on the relative profit. This implies that
the additional total profit does not compensate the increase in number of orders

14
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Figure 5: Example of the interaction effect between number of orders for the
total profit

(by which the total profit is divided). The interaction effects however show that
the negative effect of an increasing number of orders is less detrimental when
partner A has small number of orders (as the total number of orders to which
the profit is divided by remains smaller).

As can be seen from Figure 6, when small to medium-small companies col-
laborate with similar companies, the highest relative profit can be realized. Un-
surprisingly, the relative profit will drop significantly when collaborating with
medium-large to large companies. Several high inefficiencies can be eliminated
by two small companies transporting collaboratively. The least attractive op-
tion for a (medium-)small company is however being combined with a (medium-)
large company. The efficiency gains by collaborating on the part of the small
company will indeed be divided by a high number of orders. However, as a
large partner does not see a significant increase in total number of orders, and
thus, no significantly new possibilities to re-arrange its routes, no significant
cost reductions are achieved on that part.

A medium-large to large company on the other hand prefers the combina-
tion with a small company to any other combination, as it can profit from the
high efficiency gains from the small partner. When the profit is divided by a
cost allocation method based on volume, and a small partner is able to choose
among partners of different sizes, a small partner should never choose a large
partner. Dividing the total profit might on the other hand allocate a profit that
is relatively too small for the large company to be perceived as a significant
difference. The cost allocation thus plays an important role to enable other
combinations of partners to be successful.

Finally, when a company has a medium-high to high number of orders, the
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Figure 6: Example of the interaction effect between number of orders for the
per pallet

collaborative profit per pallet drops quickly when its partner has a medium-
low to medium-high number of pallets. As the partner has already a sufficient
amount of orders to avoid highly inefficient routes, the efficiency reduction on
the side of the partner with a medium number of orders cannot compensate for
the high number of orders that lowers the relative profit. However, when the
number of orders of the partner increases up to 35 orders (high), the negative
effect of an increasing number of orders is tempered. Even when the routes
can already be deemed efficient, the number of possibilities of optimizing routes
when both are large is that high, that the routes can become significantly more
efficient.

5.3 Interaction between maximal delays

When the interaction effects between maximal delays are included in the model,
the impact on the total profit and the profit per pallet is almost solely deter-
mined by the interaction effects rather than the main effects.

The percentage change of the total profit and the profit per pallet as well is
thus highly dependent on the level of the maximal delay of the other partner.
As can be derived from Figure7, the preferred combination is any combination
with a partner that does not allow its orders to be delayed. There is little
difference between a coalition combination of two partners with zero maximal
delay, and a combination with a partner with high maximal delay. When both
partners do not allow any degree of freedom, their routes will not be fully loaded
and exhibit many inefficient detours. Collaboration will imply a significant cost
reduction for both sides. However, a combination with a partner that allows a
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Figure 7: Example of the interaction effect between maximal delays for the total
profit

delay —although this partner is able create more efficient routes on its own—,
will still ensure a high cost reduction. As the orders of the partner with zero
maximal delay can be more easily fitted into efficient routes, this implies high
efficiency gains for that partner, and thus, for the total coalition.

With exception of a coalition with a partner of zero maximal delay, the
larger the maximal delay, the less profit can be made. The interaction effects
however reveal, as can be seen as from Figure 7, that the higher the maximal
delay of one partner, the more detrimental an increase in maximal delay of
the other partner is. The same reasoning as above applies to this case: When
the routes of the partner are less efficient than the other partner because of a
smaller maximal delay, the other partner can still benefit from the additional
flexibility of the other partner. However, when the the individual routes are
very efficient, less significant cost reductions can be found in the collaboration.
However, the highest profit should not be confused with the lowest cost. The
higher the maximal delay, the lower the total cost (or cost per pallet) will be.

5.4 Interaction between average order size and number of
orders

As the derivations (1), (2), (3) and (4) show, the interaction effects between
average order size and number of orders are significant and positive, ensuring
that the higher the average order size or the number of orders, the higher the
effect of respectively the number of orders or the average order size of the other
partner.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of the total profit for five, fifteen, twenty-
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Figure 8: Example of the interaction effect between average order size and
number of orders for the total profit

five and thirty-five orders of partner A, in function of the average order size
of partner B, ceteris paribus. Similarly to the model with only main effects
(parttotal), a high number of orders implies that the number of kilometres driven
can be reduced to a greater extent, and thus a higher total profit for an increasing
level of number of orders can be obtained. This can be clearly seen in Figure 8.
An additional positive effect of the average order size of one partner when the
other partner’s number of orders is however present as well. When the average
order size of partner B grows, i.e., its orders are increasingly difficult to combine,
more orders of partner A imply more possibilities to pack the orders of partner
B with in an optimized way.

As stated in Section 5.2, an increasing number of orders has a detrimental
effect on the profit per pallet. Although the model predicting the profit per pal-
let with solely the main effects of each variable (partpallet) prefers the coalition
of a partner with fifteen orders with a partner that has a small average order
size, our new model (fullpallet) states that an increasing average order size can
counteract the negative effect of a higher number of orders to such an extent,
that the combination of a partner with a high number of orders and a partner
with a high average order size is the most profitable option (see Figure 9).

5.5 Interaction between average order size and maximal
delay

The interaction effect between the average order size and maximal delay is
clearly positive (see Formula (1)-(2) and (5)). The higher the average order
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Figure 9: Example of the interaction effect between average order size and
number of orders for profit per pallet

size, the more difficult it becomes to combine orders to create efficient tours.
Therefore, it becomes more important to find a partner with a degree of flexibil-
ity to delay its orders in order to increase the number of possible combinations
that can be made with the large orders of the other partner (which is similar to
the interaction effect between the average order size and number of orders).

The effect between the average order size and the maximal delay is similar
when the profit is divided per pallet (see Figure 10).

5.6 Interaction between number of orders and maximal
delay

Formula (5) shows that there exists no interaction effect between the maximal
delay and the number of orders of partner B. Formula (3) and (4) show however
that an interaction effect is present when the number of orders of partner A
becomes medium-small. In this case, the negative effect of the maximal delay
is enforced to a very small extent.

6 Conclusion

The analysis presented in this paper has clearly shown that the level of profit
is highly dependent on the combination of partner characteristics and strate-
gies. Choosing a partner according to general rules (the largest profit can be
achieved when average order sizes and maximal delays are small) can lead to
missed opportunities to create far larger collaborative profits. By considering
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Figure 10: Example of the interaction effect between average order size and
maximal delay for the total profit

the interaction effects however, several possibly successful combinations can be
additionally determined.

Companies with large orders can still collaborate successfully with for ex-
ample, a company that has a very small average order size, or a company with
a small number of orders. Another example in this paper are companies with
a large maximal delay who are still able to create a profitable coalition when
finding a partner with no degree of flexibility in delaying orders or when finding
a partner that has a very high average order size.

Despite the fact that some companies already use their capacity efficiently,
and eliminate as much detours as possible, there still exist opportunities when
finding a partner that is unable to create such routes on its own. A small-order-
sized company or a company with no possibilities to delay its orders can profit
from either the flexibility, the size, or the left-over capacity of its partner to
significantly enhance the efficiency of its routes. These efficiency gains should
then be divided, creating collaborative gains for all the partners. However, the
division of profit might prove to be difficult.

By dividing the profit per pallet for example, a company with few orders
should always opt for a partner with as few orders as possible, although the total
profit might be higher with a larger partner. This study shows that, the cost
allocation method is an important factor determining successful combinations
of partners.

In other words, the relationship between the cost allocation mechanism used
and the optimal partner selection should be further investigated. Other possi-
ble avenues for future research include considering more partner characteristics,
more strategies and different problem settings. To be able to extend the analy-
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sis, the appropriate algorithms have to be implemented. Including geographical
compatibility for example, which can improve the profitability of a partner that
facilitates back hauling, needs an algorithm that can pick-up and deliver goods
at different locations. More interesting is the analysis of the impact of partners
with different strategies (e.g., a partner allows its orders to be stacked, or back-
ordering is allowed, a company allows costs to increase when this would reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, . . . ). However, algorithms have to be developed that
allow different constraints or even different objectives per partner in order to
perform this analysis.
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A Regression results of the complete model

Table 2: Output Stata

parttotal fulltotal partpallet fullpallet

Variables logprofittotal logprofittotal logprofitpallet logprofitpallet

Imda1 -.277*** (.024) -0.058 (.074) -.277*** (.024) -0.058 (.073)

Imda2 -.336*** (.023) -0.058 (.071) -.336*** (.023) -0.058 (.071)

Imda3 -.390*** (.024) -0.089 (.071) -.390*** (.023) -0.089 (.071)

Imda1 ∗ aosb 0.012 (.008) 0.012 (.008)

Imda2 ∗ aosb .024*** (.008) .024*** (.008)

Imda3 ∗ aosb .029*** (.008) .029*** (.008)

Imda1 ∗ Imdb1 -.311*** (.066) -.311*** (.065)

Imda1 ∗ Imdb2 -.443*** (.065) -.443*** (.064)

Imda1 ∗ Imdb3 -.475*** (.065) -.475*** (.064)

Imda2 ∗ Imdb1 -.433*** (.064) -.433*** (.063)

Imda2 ∗ Imdb2 -.588*** (.062) -.588*** (.062)

Imda2 ∗ Imdb3 -.686*** (.063) -.686*** (.062)

Imda3 ∗ Imdb1 -.493*** (.063) -.493*** (.062)

Imda3 ∗ Imdb2 -.707*** (.062) -.707*** (.062)

Imda3 ∗ Imdb3 -.770*** (.063) -.770*** (.062)

Imda1 ∗ Inob15 -.005 (.069) -0.005 (.068)

Imda1 ∗ Inob25 -0.028 (.066) -0.028 (.065)

Imda1 ∗ Inob35 0.019 (.067) 0.019 (.066)

Imda2 ∗ Inob15 -0.039 (.067) -0.039 (.066)

Imda2 ∗ Inob25 -0.067 (.065) -0.067 (.064)

Imda2 ∗ Inob35 -0.035 (.066) -0.035 (.065)

Imda3 ∗ Inob15 -0.017 (.067) -0.017 (.066)

Imda3 ∗ Inob25 -0.079 (.065) -0.079 (.064)

Imda3 ∗ Inob35 -0.025 (.066) -0.025 (.065)

Imdb1 -.263*** (.024) -0.016 (.069) -.263*** (.023) -0.016 (.068)

Imdb2 -.340*** (.024) -0.039 (.067) -.340*** (.023) -0.039 (.067)

Imdb3 -.402*** (.024) -.117* (.068) -.402*** (.023) -.117* (.068)

Imdb1 ∗ aosa .0204** (.008) .020** (.008)

Imdb2 ∗ aosa .0294*** (.008) .029*** (.008)

Imdb3 ∗ aosa .0382*** (.008) .038*** (.008)

Inoa15 .607*** (.023) .368*** (.070) .199*** (.023) -.529*** (.070)

Inoa25 .793*** (.025) .780*** (.074) .108*** (.024) -.601*** (.073)

Continued on next page
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Table 2 – continued from previous page

Inoa35 1.062*** (.024) 1.257*** (.076) .169*** (.024) -.471*** (.076)

Inoa15 ∗ aosb -.066*** (.003) .0436*** (.008) -.139*** (.003) .0756*** (.008)

Inoa25 ∗ aosb .0638*** (.008) .109*** (.008)

Inoa35 ∗ aosb .0538*** (.008) .109*** (.008)

Inoa15 ∗ Imdb1 -.179*** (.060) -.179*** (.060)

Inoa15 ∗ Imdb2 -.170*** (.059) -.170*** (.059)

Inoa15 ∗ Imdb3 -.186*** (.060) -.186*** (.059)

Inoa25 ∗ Imdb1 -.112* (.064) -.112* (.063)

Inoa25 ∗ Imdb2 -.121* (.064) -.121* (.063)

Inoa25 ∗ Imdb3 -.112* (.064) -.112* (.064)

Inoa35 ∗ Imdb1 -0.093 (.063) -0.093 (.062)

Inoa35 ∗ Imdb2 -0.079 (.063) -0.0785 (.062)

Inoa35 ∗ Imdb3 -0.075 (.063) -0.0746 (.062)

Inoa15 ∗ Inob15 0.028 (.064) .273*** (.064)

Inoa15 ∗ Inob25 -0.003 (.063) .346*** (.063)

Inoa15 ∗ Inob35 .138** (.066) .544*** (.065)

Inoa25 ∗ Inob15 -.490*** (.068) -.144** (.067)

Inoa25 ∗ Inob25 -.677*** (.068) -.173** (.067)

Inoa25 ∗ Inob35 -.442*** (.067) .152** (.067)

Inoa35 ∗ Inob15 -.876*** (.068) -.476*** (.068)

Inoa35 ∗ Inob25 -.814*** (.065) -.223*** (.064)

Inoa35 ∗ Inob35 -.538*** (.066) .167** (.065)

Inob15 .663*** (.026) .640*** (.075) .210*** (.025) -.269*** (.074)

Inob25 .852*** (.026) .627*** (.072) .117*** (.025) -.780*** (.071)

Inob35 1.041*** (.026) .861*** (.072) .100*** (.026) -.894*** (.071)

Inob15 ∗ aosa .0430*** (.009) .075*** (.009)

Inob25 ∗ aosa .0749*** (.009) .121*** (.008)

Inob35 ∗ aosa .0427*** (.008) .098*** (.008)

aosa -.068*** (.003) .207*** (.009) -.139*** (.003) .076*** (.008)

aosa ∗ aosb -.043*** (.001) -.039*** (.001)

aosb .212*** (.009) .079*** (.008)

Constant 7.210*** (.038) 4.958*** (.082) 3.780*** (.037) 2.440*** (.081)

Observations 19,968 19,968 19,968 19,968

R-squared 0.242 0.384 0.266 0.397

Standard errors in parentheses, all numbers are rounded to three decimal places

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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